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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
VOL. IV. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1833. NO.
REV. M. T. C. WINGEDITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS, RIJJTER.
Rm the Presbyterian. 
THE MISSIONARY D AFRICA.
Lines to the Rev. Mr. Laird, issionary to Africa, on 
hearing his Farewell Address, beforelie Brainard Society of 
La Fayette College, Easton, Pa.
BY A LADY.
Go, thou messenger of heavi,
Bound for Afric’s burning sore;
Tell of sins by blood forgiven 
Take the heaven-sent messago’er;
Some will listen;
Tell the tidings o’er and o’ef
Home and country—would key bind thee?
Would they urge thy guilty lay?
Look not, look not once behicl thee;
Onward, onward lies thy wa.
Farewell strager:
Hasten, onward lies thy waj
Do a mother’s arms enfold the?
Do they clasp thee to her hert?
Let not fond affection hold ties,
Louder duty calls, depart: I
Duty calls the.
Herald of the Cross—depai.
Dost thou dread the restlessocean?
■Safely o’er thy bark shall rifi;
Fear not then its wild con*oiot!»^>
He who rules its waves- Ahy guide;
At his *
Wildest tempests subside.
Dost thou fear withering power 
Of the trope's sick’ning ray?
Dost thou dread the midnight hour,
Desert* lone—and beasts ot prey ?
Trembling stranger,
Trust—not lonely is thy way.
Israel’s cloudy veil will shade thee,
From the noonday’s blazing light;
Israel’s burning pillar lead thee,
Through the desert’s darkest night;
Trust the promise;
God—thy God, will be thy light.
Go in faith—thou silent weeper, ’
Sow the precious gospel seed;
Thou shalt come a joyful reaper, ,
Souls thy harvest—Heaven thy meed;
Faithful laborer,
Go, and sow the Gospel seed.
May the God of light protect thee,
Favoring gales thy canvass swell;
May his grace and power direct thee,
And his spirit with thee dwell; .
May he bless thee;
Girin peace—Farewell! Farewell!
MISSIONARY.
From the Presbyterian. 
DWIGHT MISSION.
Visit to Little Rock—Journey through the Osage 
Nation—Manners and customs of the Osages— 
Their spiritual Necessities.
Dwight Mission Station. June 5, 1833. 
Dear Father,—Since my last communication, it
has not only pleased the Lord to spare my unpro­
fitable life, but also to preserve my health, and 
greatly to multiply my blessings, by giving me 
strength, opportunity, and at least, some disposi­
tion to labor for Him. But alas 1 how far short 
does my love and zeal lor him and his cause fall 
from bearing any proportion to His goodness and 
tender mercies daily bestowed upon so unworthy, 
so hell-deserving a sinner as I, I begin with in­
creasing confidence, to rely upon the promise “ As 
thy day is, so shall thy strength be.” Since my 
missionary labors commenced, I have been support­
ed both in mind and in body, far beyond what I 
had venturedrto expect. In the space of about 
eight weeks (during which time I made three 
preaching tours, in different directions from this 
place,) I travelled more than 1400 miles on horse 
back. Immediately after my return from Texas,
I set out for Little Rock to assist Br. Moore, of 
the Assembly’s Board, in the administration of the 
Lord’s Supper. This is the only minister of our 
denomination in the Territory of Arkansas. The 
distance from Dwight to Little Rock is more than 
two hundred miles by land—and six hundred by 
water. I rode there without a guide or company 
in five days. My course was partly through the 
Cherokee nation, and partly through the territory 
of Arkansas, a district of country, almost entire­
ly unsettled. I spent ten days there, preaching 
Christ and endeavoring to build up His cause.— 
While there it rained very much, so as to make the 
travelling through the swamps and river-bottoms 
almost impossible. The streams of water were all 
swimming full, and no ferries on them, so that I 
was obliged to swim them. 'Through these the 
Lord brought me back to Dwight in safety. I ar­
rived on Friday evening, very much exhausted by 
ray o«ij- to sj/vi.J tl.'v ttigf/C here. On the
next morning I set out on a journey through the 
Osage nation. An arrangement had been made, 
previous to my coming here, for Br. Washburn 
with the Missionaries sent to labor among the Osa­
ges to go in company at this season of the year 
throughout the length and breadth of the Osage 
nation: visiting all their towns, and preaching to 
them the gospel of Christ. Notwithstanding that 
Missionaries have been labouring among this peo­
ple for more than twelve years, still they are in a 
state of perfect barbarism. But few of them have 
advanced one step towards civilization: and the 
great mass of them are as wild as the deer and 
buffalo that feed on their plains. Their only dress, 
in summer is a small piece of cloth, not. half a 
yard wide, round the waist. In cold weather they 
throw a blanket, if they be able to procure it, over 
their shoulders: if unable, they wear the skin of 
some wild animal, usually that of the buffalo. 
Their children go entirely naked until they are 
ten or eleven years of age, at which time they 
usually commence wearing stroud or the piece of 
cloth mentioned. Their protection against the 
weather is the skin of some animal smaller than 
the buffalo, such as the fox, wolf or deer. They 
shave their heads perfectly bare, ex'cept a small 
tuft which they leave on the top of the head. They 
paint in the most frightful manner. When they 
cannot procure paint, they use clay of different 
colors. They are exceedingly fond of trinkets of 
every kind, beads, rings of brass or iron plates of 
metal, shells, bones and teeth of wild animals, &c. 
These they wear in their ears, noses, and suspend­
ed round their necks. They live almost entirely 
by hunting, only cultivating a little corn. The 
buffalo is their principal support. His skin fur­
nishes their beds, their dress, and the covering for 
their huts; while his flesh dried and smoked, fur­
nishes their standing and almost their only dish. 
They do not venture as many of the tribes do, 
to live scattered over the fact! of the country.— 
But they keep together in parties of from five to 
fifteen hundred. As they are and have been, for
years, at war with the Pawnees and Camanches, 
they are obliged for safety, to build their towns on 
the open prairies, n'ear some mound which serves 
as an observatory. As they see at a distance of 
many miles, all who approach them, they are not 
often taken off their guard. Their huts or lodges 
are made by setting two rows of poles in the ground 
fifteen or twenty feet apart, and then bending their 
tops together and entwining them so as to form a 
semicircle. Other poles are then tied, lengthways, 
to serve as stays: then mats made of rushes, or 
raw Buffalo hides are stretched over these poles 
to turn the rain. Some of these lodges are one 
hundred feet in length. They have neither fire­
place, chimney, wiadow nor door. You enter 
through a small hole at either end which requires 
you to stoop, nearly on all fours. .They sit, sleep 
and eat upon the ground: a fire is made on the 
ground near the centre, and a small hole, in the 
Toof, is all they have for a chimney, which only 
serves to convey a part of the smoke. The rest 
flies through every part of the lodge, A few wood­
en dishes, two or three buckets and some spoons 
made of the Buffalo’s horns constitute their house­
hold furniture. The Osages generally get in from 
their hunting excursions about the beginning of 
winter; when they settle in the swamps and river- 
bottoms, which are well timbered; partly forsake 
of shelter from the storms,.and partly for the pur­
pose of being near the water, fuel and cane on 
which their horses forage. Not unfrequently, the 
rivers which rise suddenly, break over their banks, 
inundate the lower lands for miles, and frequently, 
in the night time, these poor creatures awake and 
find themselves completely surrounded by water. 
They are such expert swimmers that the most of 
them escape with their live, but stripped of their 
few effects, and, what is worst of all, of their buf, 
falo meat, on which they hoped to live during the 
winter. But their bodily sufferings and temporal 
distress constitute hut a small part of their wretch- 
ness. How sad is the condition of tfieir souls, their 
immortal souls; chained in ignorance and the gross­
est superstition; sunk in sin and defiled with eve­
ry species of pollution, they are dying and going 
down to the grave, where there is “no work nor 
device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom,” and hurried 
for judgment, into uie presence of an unknown 
God. If to think of them affects your hearts, 
llow ought we to feel, who see their misery, and- 
degradation, in all their blackest colors! I should 
like to say some thing about this dear people, the 
Cherokees, but have not room. The good work 
of the Lord is still advancing among them. Bles- 
ed be His name. To Him be all the glory, lie- 
member me to all my friends, especially to those 
of the household of faith. Pray for me, I stand 
daily more and more in need of the prayers of God’s 
people. My strength and qualifications are utter­
ly insufficient for the station I occupy. But in 
the. Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength. Fare­
well : God bless you all. Your son,
HENRY R. WILSON, Jr. *
RELIGIOUS.
‘CHRIST AND HIM CRUCIFIED.’
There are many weighty reasons for rendering
Christ prominent in our ministry:—
1. Christ cheers the prospect. Every thing con­
nected with Him has light and gladness thrown 
around it. I look out of my window; the scene •
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is scowling—dark—frigid—forbidding; I shudder:
mv heart is chilled. But, let the Sun break forth 
from the cloud—I can feel—I can act—1 can 
spring.
2. God descending and dwelling with men is a 
truth so infinitely grand, that it must absorb all 
others. ‘You are his attendants! Well! But 
the king! There he is!—the king!'
3. Out of Christ God is not intelligible, much 
less amiable. Such men as Clark and Abernethy 
talk sublime nonsense. A sick woman said to me
__4 Sir I have no notion of God. I can form no
notion of Him. You talk to me about Ilim, but 
I cannot get a single idea that seems to contain 
any thing’—But vou know how to conceive ol Je­
sus Christ as a man! God comes down to you 
in Him, full of kindness and condescension. ‘ Ah'! 
Sir that gives me something to lay hold on. '1 here 
I can rest. I understand God in Ilis Son.* 1 But 
if God is not intelligible out of Christ much less 
is he amiable, though I ought to feel him so. He 
is an object of horror and aversion to me, corrupt­
ed as I am! I fear—I tremble—I resist—I hate— 
I rebel.
4. A preacher may pursue his topic, without 
being led by it to Christ.* A man who is accus­
tomed to investigate topics is in danger. He takes 
up his topic and pursues it. He takes up another 
and pursues it. At length Jesus Christ becomes 
his topic, and then he pursues that. If he cannot 
see, feel, and think, so as to bend all subjects na­
turally and gracefully to Christ he must seek his 
remedy in selecting such as are more evangelical.
♦ The fallowing shows the value T>f this sentiment. As a 
well-educated, pious and talented young clergyman of our ac­
quaintance was about to preach on a certain occasion, lie turn­
ed to us with the question ‘what shall I preach about?’ ‘Ob, 
select for yourself,’ was our reply. ‘Will this, or this,’ men­
tioning several subjects, ‘be best?’ ‘As the people seldom 
hear the word, you had better preach the simple gospel: tell 
them their lost condition by nature, anil of salvation by Christ. 
« I have no skeleton of that kind.' was the reply.—lid. Cin. Jour.
• From the Christian Intelligencer.
DR. WEBSTER’S LETTER.
Extract of a letter front Noah Webster, L. L. 
D., dated
New-IIaven, Sept. 16th, 1833.
Dear Sir:—I have received the Christian Intel­
ligencer, of the 31st of August, containing an ar­
ticle, in which the writer has stated as an inference 
from the definition of the word Unitarian in my 
dictionary, that I am a Unitarian. This is the first 
intimation 1 have ever had that I have been consider­
ed a Unitarian. Indeed the inference is a strange 
one; such as would lead to the suspicion that the 
writer was deranged. It is strange that a man of 
common understanding and of sound mind, should 
suppose me to have published my creed in the de­
finition of a word. There is not a definition in 
my book which has the least reference to my own 
creed. The article appears to be as gross a libel 
as was ever published.
If any person wishes to know my opinion on the 
subject of the divinity of Christ, lie is referred to 
my letter to a friend in Boston published in the 
Panoplist, in July 1809, and afterwards in a tract; 
and to my seventh letter to a young gentleman, 
published in 1823, a copy of which may probably 
be found in the library of the Tract Society.* * * * # *
Your obedient servant,
Noah Webster.
From Robert Hall’s Works.
NECESSITY OF DIVINE ASSISTANCE TO 
THE PREACHER.
“On the one hand it deserves attention, that 
the most eminent and successful preachers of the 
Gospel in different communities, a Brainerd, a Bax­
ter, and a Schwartz have been the most conspicu­
ous for a simple dependence upon spiritual aid; 
and on the other hand, that no success whatever has 
attended the ministrations of those by whom this 
doctrine has been either neglected or denied.— 
They have met with such a rebuke of their pre­
sumption, in the total failure of their efforts, that 
none will contend for the reality of divine inter­
position as far as they are concerned; for when 
lias ‘the arm of the Lord been revealed’ to those 
pretended teachers of Christianity who believe
there is no such arm? We must leave them to 
labor in a field, respecting which God has com­
manded the clouds not to rain upon it. As if con­
scious of this of late they have turned into a new 
channel, and, despairing "of the conversion of sin­
ners, have confined themselves to the seduction of 
the faithful; in which it must be confessed, they 
have acted in a manner perfectly consistent with 
their principles; the propagation of heresy requir­
ing, at least no divine assistance.”
From the New-York Evangelist, 
TO PIOUS YOUNG MEN.
“ Let the dead bury their dead; but go thou and preach the kingdom 
of God.—Jesus Christ.
Young men, are you daily sensible of the claims 
which the Lord, and the world have upon you?— 
Do you reflect that yourselves, time, talents, all 
are God’s property? Did you not acknowledge 
God’s right in you, and claims upon you, when you 
said, “Here, Lord, I give myself away; every 
power and thought be thine; thine entirely; through 
eternal ages thine?” When you publicly profes­
sed religion did you not solemnly covenant, before 
God, angels, and men, to devote yourselves to the 
interest and honor of the godhead? Are you quite 
sure th t you have always consulted the interest 
and honor of the blessed Saviour in all your doings? 
In making up your mind what business to follow 
in the world, have you sincerely inquired, “Lord, 
what wilt thou have me to do?” Have not ease, 
worldly comfort, wealth, fame, pleasure, had too 
much influence on your deliberations? If you 
think that you are willing to do what the Provi­
dence, or the word of God point out as duty, let 
us sec il it is not your duty to devote your lives 
to the gospel ministry?
“ The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers 
are few. In the United States there are nearly 
fourteen millions of immortal souls, bound to the 
bar of God. To supply these 14,000,000 with the 
bread of eternal life, there are probably not more 
than eight thousand evangelical gospel ministers. 
In these 7,OOOare included Presbyterians, Congre- 
gationalists, Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, 
Lutherans, and Moravians. To afford a minister
to every thousanckinhabitants would require 14,000 
ministero, that is <i,OO<> muic than U.ua. u»s. nuw in I 
the field. But one to a thousand is not an ade-! 
quate supply. The best cultivated portions of our I 
moral vineyard are not any too well furnished with ' 
laborers. And these laborers do not probably 
have, on an average, more than seven hundred 
souls under their immediate care. Some have 
more and many have less. But let one minister 
be considered a fair supply for seven hundred, we 1 
then want twenty thousand ministers to afford a 
competent supply for the United States. After| 
deducting our present 8,000, we find a deficiency; 
of 12,000 laborers to reap our own harvest.
But when we have looked out for our country 
we have made provisions for only a small fraction ' 
of the human family. Look at the five hundred 
millions of Roman and Greek Catholics, with but j 
here and there a qualified teacher to guide them 
in the way of salvation! To give them one min­
ister for every 5,000 souls would require an army 
of a hundred and forty thousand soldiers of the 
cross. To answer the pressing calls from heathen 
lands, the Foreign Missionary Society of our coun­
try are beating up for volunteers. They offer to 
send out and support all qualified missionaries 
that present themselves. They are thus throw­
ing THE RESPONSIBILITY OF WITHHOLDING THE I 
GOSPEL FROM THE DESTITUTE, Upotl tile PIOUS! 
YOUNG MEN in our churches, who are unwilling 1 
to deny themselves and take up the cross and fol-1 
low Christ—who were preferring their farms, and ’ 
their shops, and their merchandize, to the toils and 
privations, and dangers of a missionary life. If 
you do not respond to the numerous calls from the 
heathen, made through the missionary societies, 
how dare you think of meeting them at the judg­
ment? Your Saviour bids you, “Go into all the 
world, and preach the gospel to every creature;” 
and the heathen themselves send across the migh­
ty deep an imploring cry, “Come over and help 
us; how then can you think of holding up your 
heads before the heart-searching Judge, when you 
see the heathen, for yyhom he died, and to whom '
you ought to havproclaimed the message of mer­
cy, stand on theift hand, to be doomed to eter­
nal destruction?
If you have noielf-denial enough to forego the 
pleasures of horn and friends, and Christian so­
ciety, for the sakof doing good to the perishing, 
have you not re«n to fear that you have not 
enough of the spit of Jesus Christ to carry you 
to heaven? Sayaur blessed Lord, “Whosoever 
he be of you thaforsaketh not all that he hath, 
he cannot be my isciple.” Remember what was 
said to Esther, “f thou altogether holdest thy 
peace at this tim then shall there enlargement 
and deliverance use to the Jews from another 
place: but thou ad thy father’s house shall be 
destroyed.” If te young men who are now in 
the churches jude themselves unworthy of the 
trials and rewards f turning their fellow-men from 
the error of their ays, God can do without them. 
He can raise up oiers, who will do the work bet­
ter, and do it chcrfully, while he will deal with 
these, to whom he ow offers the privilege of work­
ing in his vineyard as “wicked asd slothful” ser­
vants.
Perhaps you thix you have some good excuse 
for neglecting to qalify yourselves to preach the 
gospel. You may;ay—
My talents are nt brilliant enough to justify my 
undertaking toprepre  for the gospel ministry. This 
excuse may be va'd. No doubt there are young 
men whose talentsire not suitable for this business. 
But men are not ilways proper judges of their 
own abilities. All oung men in the church should 
be in the habit of ising their talents in exhortation 
and prayer. Theyshould not be easily discourag­
ed by their mistake and blunders. Mortification, 
arising from things of this kind, is important and 
useful to bring dom the pride of the heart, and 
lead to care and watchfulness. After having ex­
ercised your talent publicly, and made a fair tri­
al, it may be well t< ask counsel of your minister, 
or some other judicous friends. Too much con­
fidence, however sh,uld not be placed in the judg­
ment of our immecate acquaintance, as to the 
subject before us. I have known of men becom - 
ing very useful and successful ministers, who were 
adviood l>y all 11,ot'r friends at their first setting out, 
not to think of preacuing The Lord Jesus Christ, 
the providence oY God, a,J a tender conscience, 
are the best and safest advsers. The first order 
of talents is not essential to usafnlness in the min­
istry. Our most successful ministers are men of 
mediocrity ol talent—men who woald not have 
been distinguished by their abilities, even in the 
common walks of life. But perhaps you say—
I have not religion enough for a minister. ' That 
may be true. But it is probably true, too, that 
you have no religion enough for a private Chris­
tian. Religion is a talent which yeu are guilty for 
not possessing in a high degree of cultivation. A 
deficiency of this kind can be, and ought to be im­
mediately remedied. Anexcuseof thiskindshould 
make you blush. But you may say_
I have aged parents who need my aid. So had 
one whom our Saviour told to follow him when he 
was on earth. But when the man asked the pri­
vilege of first going to bury his father, Christ said 
to him, ‘Let the dead bury their dead; but go thou 
and pieach the kingdom of God, ’ Your parents 
must be taken care of, but is there no other person 
who will provide for them, should you turn your 
attention to the ministry? Is it of more impor­
tance that you should remain with them till they are 
dead and buried, than it is that you should preach 
the gospel, and perhaps be the means of saving
hundreds of souls from everlasting burnings?_
Weigh well this matter before you refuse to°obev 
Christ. J
Zf all young men go to learning, says one, who 
will support them, and who will sustain the benevo­
lent enlerprizes which are to convert the world? There 
is no danger of all going to learning. At present 
there are so many young men in the country, that 
they almost tread one upon another. Every pro­
fession but that of preaching the gospel, is almost 
glutted, while there is not a tenth part as many as 
are needed for our own land, preparing for the 
ministry^ Should the United States want an ar­
my of 150,000 young men for some important en­
terprise, they could be found without any great
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difficulty, and maintained at th public expense, 
perpetually. This could be dot too without ex­
hausting the country either ofnen or money.— 
This is the number of ministers ho are wanted in 
Christ’s army to subjugate the vrld to the Prince 
of Peace. But England andother Protestant 
countries would not be willingo let the United 
States have the glory of conjrting the whole 
world. Other nations may clai the privilege ot 
doing two-thirds of the work, his will leave but 
50,000 men for our country toiise. Let 5,000 
be enlisted yearly for ten years^nd we have rais 
ed our share of the army, if me who are now 
in the field should be remove, and the popu­
lation of the world should remai stationary. But 
as some of Christ’s soldiers are fishing their coure 
yearly, and the human family is onstantly enlarg­
ing, we shall need to continue nr annual enlist­
ment, twelve or fifteen years, imrder to overtake 
the world. This being done, wevill then stop and 
make another calculation. Ventre to start in pre­
paration, and if you show youselves deserving, 
you will find enough to help yo. E. D.
A PARENT'S OPPOSITION.
It is a cruel kindness which \ould sacrifice the 
interests of the soul to a temprary pleasure; or 
hazard them all for the sake of is own selfishness. 
And yet we have reason to aprehend that the 
scenes of another world will telimany a story of 
wo in the history of the soul, torching this very 
point.
“I was present,"—:said a worty minister of the 
Gospel, on an occasion which inroduced this sub­
ject,—“I was present where aiinstance of this 
kind made a painful and indelille impression on 
my memory: An accomplished aid amiable young 
woman, in the town of----- , hai been deeply af­
fected by a sense of her danger. She was the on­
ly child of a fond and affectionati parent: and the 
deep impression which accompaiied her discove­
ry of guilt and depravity, awakned all the jeal­
ousies of the father. He dreaded the loss of all 
that sprightliness and vivacity vhich constituted 
the happiness of the domestic circle. He was 
startled by the answers which hi; questions elicit­
ed; while he foresaw—or thougit he foresaw—a 
fatal encroachment on a Jntb4/~ unbroken tran­
quility. Efforts were raa^ to remove the cause 
of disquietude-’ but the/ were such efforts as un­
sanctified w-:^dom dirpeted. The Bible, at last— 
O, how U'ctle may a parent know the far-reaching 
of the- deed, when he snatches the word of life 
from the hand of a child!—the Bible and other 
books of religion, were removed from her pos­
session; and their place was supplied by works of 
fiction. An excursion of pleasure was proposed, 
and declined. An offer of gayer amusement shar­
ed the same fate. Promises, remonstrances, and 
threatenings followed. But it was the unhappi­
ness of the father which completed the induce­
ment to compliance.—Alas! how little may a pa­
rent be aware that he 'is decking his offspring with 
the fillets of death, and leading to the sacrifice, 
like a follower of Moloch!—The end desired was 
accomplished. And all thoughts of piety, and all 
concern for the future, vanished together. Less 
than a year shifted the bright scenes of domestic
peace. The fascinating and gay L----- M------
was prostrated by a fever that hade defiance to 
medical skill. The approach of death was une­
quivocal; and the countenance of every attend­
ant fell, as if they had heard the flight of his ar­
row. I see, even now, that look directed to the 
father, by the dying martyr of folly. The eye 
seemed glazing,—and it was dim in hopelessness; 
and yet there seemed a something in its expiring 
rays, that told reproof, and tenderness, and terror 
in the same glance. And that voice--its tone was 
decided, but sepulchral still—“My father,—last 
year I would have sought the Redeemer.—Path— 
er—your child is"—Eternity heard the remain­
der of the sentence: for it was not uttered in time. 
And the wretched survivor saw before him the 
fruit of a disorder, the seeds of which had been 
sown when his delighted look followed the steps 
of his idol in the maze of a dance. O, how often, 
when I have witnessed the earthly wisdom of a 
parent banishing the thoughts of eternity, have I 
dwelt on that expression that seemed to arise from
a season of departed hopes—“last year I would 
have sought the Redeemer!"—Dr. Henry s Let­
ters.
REPENTANCE.
“without God and without
minister, “I will leave off the practice from this 
moment.”
A member of the church, where this conversa­
tion took place, who was in the practice of chew­
ing tobacco, was so impressed with what had taken 
place that he solemnly promised to abjure the AI­
DE ATH-B El)
How many are living 
Christ in the world,” and waiting for some niore 1 fhy habit” w?t'^
convenient season to commence the work of <!e- ! ________________
pentance, and a holy life! Although they are
convinced that the tenure of existence is frail and 
uncertain, and that to-morrow the animating spir­
it may leave its temple of clay for another resi­
dence; yet they seem to adopt the language—- 
“Soul take thine ease:" indulge a little longer in 
the follies of the world, and the pleasures of sin, 
and then consider the necessity of repentance and 
sanctification. It is blind infatuation thus to trust 
to the uncertain future. Christ died a sad and 
ignominious death for us, “that we being dead un­
to sin might live unto righteousness,” that is, that 
we might live a life of virtue, “follow peace” con­
tinually “with all men, and holiness, without which 
no man shall see the Lord.” Can it he expected, 
after we have run a course of sin and folly, a,nd 
vice, that a few death-bed sighs, and groans, and 
a few unprofitable tears and promises, will carry 
us to the bosom of an offended Lord? Is it thus 
easy to become the perfect man in Christ Jesus?
It is rational to suppose that the fruits of repen- 
tence, and the degrees of holines, can be gather­
ed in the few short hours or days of a dying man?'
“No one,’’says the excellent Jeremy Taylor, “can 
in a moment root out the long contracted habits 
of vice, nor upon his death-bed make use of all 
that variety of preventing, accompanying, and 
persevering grace, which God gave to man in mer­
cy, because man would need it all; because with­
out it, he could not be saved; nor upon his death­
bed can he exercise the duty of mortification, nor 
cure his drunkenness then, nor his lust, by any 
act of Christian discipline, nor run with patience, 
nor ‘resist unto blood, nor ‘endure with long suf­
fering; but he can pray, and groan-, and call to 
God, and resolve to live well when he is dying.—
But this is only just as the nobles of Xerxes, when 
in a storm they were to lighten the ship, to pre- 
eorve the king’s life; they ‘did their obeisance 
and leaped Into the sea:' so, I fear do these men 
' pray, and mourn, and worship, and «o leap over- 
j board into an ocean of eternal and intolerable ca- 
I lamity.”
The work of repentance then is too important 
I to be postponed till a more convenient season. It 
should be entered upon immediately, for there is 
: a “day of visitation,” which is our ‘own day’ and 
there is “a day of visitation” which is God’s.—
Commence then ye worldlings and wicked men, 
anew life before it be too late. “Give glory to 
the Lord your God, before he cause darkness and 
before your feet stumble upon the dark mountains.”
Never let us reckon that our work in contend- 
i ing against sin, in crucifying, mortifying, and sub­
duing of it, is at an end. The place ot its habi­
tation is unsearchable; and when we may think 
that we have thoroughly won the field, there is 
still some reserve remaining that we saw not, that 
we knew not of. Many conquerors have been ru­
ined by their carelessness after a victory ! and ma­
ny have been spiritually wounded after great suc­
cess against this enemy. David was so; his great 
surprisal into sin was after a long profession, mani­
fold experiences of God, and watchful keeping 
himself from his iniquity; and hence, in fact hath 
it come to pass, that the profession of many hath 
declined in their old age or riper time. They have 
given over the work of mortifying of sin before 
their work was at an end, There is no way for us 
to pursue sin in its unsearchable habitation, but by 
being endless in our pursuit. It may be, under 
some great affliction, it may be, in some eminent 
enjoyment of God, in the sense of the sweetness 
of blessed communion with Christ, have we been 
ready to say, That there was an end of sin, that 
it was dead and gone forever. But have we not 
found the contrary by experience? Has it not 
manifested that it was only retired into some un­
searchable recesses of the heart, as to its inbeing 
and nature, though it may be greatly weakened in 
its power? Let us then reckon on it, that there 
is no way to have our work done but by always 
doing of it, and he who dies fighting in this warfare, 
dies asuredly a conqueror.— Dit. John Owen.
A COMMON FOLLY.
On looking the other day into the volume of 
the spectator, I met with the following passage— 
“ A little before our club-time, last night, we were 
walking together in Somerset Garden, where Will 
Honeycomb had picked up a small pebble of so 
odd a make that he said he would present it to a 
friend of his, an eminent virtuoso. After we had 
walked some time, I made a full stop, with my 
face to the west, which Will knowing to be my 
usual method ot asking what’s o’clock in an after­
noon, immediately pulled out his watch, and told 
me we had seven minutes good. We took a turn 
or two more; when to my surprise I saw him squirt 
away his watch a considerable distance in to the 
Thames, and with great sedateness in his looks, put 
up the pebble he had before found in his fob.”
After indulging a hearty laugh at the ludicrous 
circumstance with which the foregoing narrative 
concludes, I began to consider seriously whether 
the mistake of this absent man might not be par- 
allaled by what is done every day by a great part 
of mankind. A little reflection supplied me with 
many instances of an affirmative solution of my 
query; to every Christian observer of the transac­
tions of the world they will readily occur.
When, for instance, men confine all their care 
to their bodies, and abandon their souls to destruc­
tion—when they grasp, wit’ll trembling eagerness 
the treasure of this world, but carelessness suffer 
those of a better to slip for ever from their hands
_ when they toil to obtain the applause of mortals,
like themselves, but throug disdainfully reject that 
“honor which comcth from God"—when they im­
patiently pursue the gratifications of sensual lux­
ury but forego all the solid and lasting pleasures 
of religion—when (in short) men hold fast the tri­
fles of time, but prodigally relinquish the inestima­
ble blessings of eternity—what do they but emu­
late, or rather surpass the folly without possessing 
the excuse of him, who, while he pocketed a peb­
ble, threw his watch away?—Christian Ohs.
RENUNCIATION.
A country minister, being invited to preach the 
weekly lecture, to a congregation in this city, after 
dismissing the people took out his tobacco and began 
I to chew the filthy weed. A member of the church 
i remonstrated withhimon thesinfnlness of theprac- 
| tice, and stated that he could not expect that iin- 
| penitent sinners, under his instruction, would give 
I up their sins, while he indulged in a sin himself. 
“I know it is wrong," said the minister, “ I have of­
ten resolved to give up the habit, but I have not 
resolution enough to persevere.’ Why,” said the 
other, “ that is the very excuse the impenitent give 
for not repenting and forsaking their sins.’ “ Well 
I’ll think it.over as I go home,” observed the min­
ister, “and perhaps I will give it up." “That will 
not do,” replied the church member, “for we nev­
er allow this if we can help it; we exhort the im­
penitent to repent on the spot; we never tell them 
to go home and repent, nor do we pray that they 
may repent when they reach home.” “ I see,” said 
the minister, “I cannot get away so—therefore I 
will try to give up chewing.” “But,” remarked 
the other, “that will not do either. We never 
urge sinners to try to give up their sins—do you ?
“ Why no, I think it is wrong to intimate that they 
cannot do it at once.” “ Will you act then as you
As when we see a flame, we know there is fire, 
though perhaps we know not how or when it be­
gan; so the truth of grace in us may be discerned,
pre ach, or let your conduct gitt the lie to your though we know not how or when it was dropt into 





Of a Clergyman withdrawing himself from the Ministry and 
Communion of the Roman Catholic Church.
The salvation of my soul, and a sincere desire 
for the salvation of my fellow beings prompt me, 
first, to break the fetters of prejudice, and, having 
broken them, to fly to the rescue of my fellow 
captives who are still under the tramels of Popery. 
By the grace of God, my effort may oppose an in­
superable barrier to the future devastations of Po- 
peiy in our happy land. Many already have been 
captivated by the alluring representation of the 
heralds of Romanism. The exterior of this dead­
ly sepulchre may appear to some, white and un­
spotted as the truth itself, but he who has penetra- 
ed into its dark recesses is appalled at the hideous 
spectres that are presented to his view, and struck 
with horror at the victims who lay immolated at 
the shrines of her soul-destroying system. Dead 
men’s bones, and worse than dead men’s bones, 
their immortal souls, lie in heaps of ruin, llic 
very air of this pestiferous region paralyzes the soul 
and deprives her of the activity that is necessary 
for her escape. The doors of infallibility being 
closed upon her, she is left to grope her way, 
hood-winked by blind obedience, in a labyrinth, 
where every step leads her farther from the light 
of truth, till, at length, exhausted, she sinks, the 
unhappy devotee of blind attachment, or the vic­
tim of despair.
Eternal praises unto the thrice illuminating mer­
cy of God my Saviour, the mighty power of grace 
at length broke the bolts ofimy confinement and 
set the prisoner free. Enjoying now the freedom 
with which Christ had niade me free, I shall take 
the liberty of vindicating his glorious cause by ex­
posing the horrors of Popery to the public view.
And first, I thus publicly, in the sight of hea­
ven and earth, withdraw myself from the Roman 
ministry, and from all communion with her church.
It has now been about two years since I left the 
exercise of the ministry. During the two years 
previous to my leaving it, I exercised my functions 
in a parish on the river Raisin, in Michigan terri­
tory. The people under my charge were almost 
wholly French, or, rather, Canadians. I found 
them, on my arrival amongst them, not only des­
titute of religion, but a scandal even to human na­
ture. Obedience however, placed me amongst 
them, and I began my work. 1 labored with un­
remitting assiduity to convince them of the neces­
sity of regeneration in order for salvation: this was 
a doctrine they did not comprehend; or, at least, 
they thought they could be saved without it: Pro­
vided they could get the priest to pardon their sins, 
all was well. “ He tvho hears you (i. e. the priests! 
hears me.” So firmly persuaded are they that in 
hearing their priests they hear Christ himself, that 
provided they get absolution, they are satisfied. 
Hence it was that all my efforts and all my prayers 
for their conversion were ineffectual. My admo­
nitions, at length, became so insupportable to them 
that they resolved to get rid of me, seeing I was a 
continual opposer of whatthey considered the inno­
cent diversions of life and of the liberties which 
Christians may lawfully enjoy. These innocent di­
versions were horse-racing, hunting, fiddling, and 
carj-playing, on the Sabbath: and their Christian 
liberty was the receivyig of the Supper of the 
Lord when I judged them more fit companions for 
bacchanalians. At one time their fury was so vio­
lent that, they threatened to pull down the house 
in which I lived. Finding, however, that their 
threats were ineffectual, they had recourse to slan­
der. Here they succeeded—although my charac­
ter was unspotted, and they knew it well, yet the 
most distant rumor of some foul calumnies are of 
such a blasting influence that its effects are produc­
tive of consequences that nothing can prevent.— 
This was the fatal stab to my authority: here the 
miserable group of my opposing champions beat 
revelie: this was the standard around which thev 
rallied; the fort from which they shot their poi­
sonous arrows at me. That I should fall was their 
determination. Death I feared not, and they knew 
it. 1 o destroy my- reputation, dearer to me than 
life, was therefore, their last resource. Like the 
fell savage who attacks his sleeping victim in the 
dark so did they attack my character. Thanks
be unto the Lord, the storm which raged has blown 
me from the moorings wheremfallibility had chain­
ed me for destruction, and wafted me out'into the 
wide expanse of gospel truth where I can ride in 
safety. Jesus now directs me on my course, the 
bright and Morning Star; not the infallibility of 
Popes and Councils. The Word of God is my 
rulo of conduct; not the Pope says this, nor, the 
Pope says that. The spirit of His love explains 
this rule; not, the spirit of the Beast. My Father, 
Abba, is in heaven; not at Rome, in gold and pur­
ple, and precious stones. He sits upon a throne 
of justice, love, and mercy; not upon scarlet 
coloured beast dyed in the blood of saints. The 
homage that we give him, the homage of the heart; 
not like the servile kissing of the Pope’s bespan­
gled foot. We worship God; not man, nor saints, 
nor bones. We fear His wrath alone, and stand 
unmoved at all the roaring of the Bulls of Rome. 
Our hearts, consumed with love, feel not the fiery 
rage of Papal faggots, which, indeed, destroy the 
body, but waft the soul to God. I shall soon blow 
the trump of alarm, and with St. John cry out, 
“Come out of her, my people and be not parta­
kers of her sins.” The prophets who have been 
wont to cry out to their people, “peace, peace, 
when there is no peace,” will soon raise their voice 
against me, as the Ephesians did against St. Paul, 
by words of truth their traffic in the sale of image- 
gods was so much endangered. However, I am 
well fortified against them, by letters written to 
me by the late bishop of Cincinnati, and by his 
vicar, after relinquishing the pastoral charge at 
Raisin, and by the Protestant clergy and laity 
of the same place, letters of recommendation of 
thfe most flattering description from every place in 
which I have lived.
After having retired from the exercise of the 
ministry, my mind was not yet at rest; for although 
I had been initiated into many of the mysteries of 
Popery, still the overwhelming doctrine of infal­
libility had so subverted my judgment, that rea­
son and conscience sank under the pressure.— 
Although the corruption of the Roman Church 
and of her ministry, shocked my better judgment, 
and lacerated every faculty of my soul, and the 
shackles of infaUibility held me its captive, I had 
recourse to prayer, darkness, liuwever, still hov­
ered over my determinations, and I resolved to re­
sume the ministry. I wrote my intention to a cler­
gyman, bewailing, as I thought, my rashness in 
leaving what I had been taught to believe was the 
only ark of safety, the Roman Catholic Church. 
Having written the letter expressive of my reso­
lution to return to the ministry, I began to hesi­
tate again, and my conscience to reproach me with 
the admonition of our blessed Lord, “ Having been 
washed, will you return again to wallowing in the 
mire?” Ip the agitation of my feelings, and, grop­
ing along, as it were, in more than Egyptian dark­
ness, I once more had recourse to prayer, I prayed 
not as I had heretofore prayed, according to the 
formality prescribed by Councils, or by Popes, of 
repeating Paters, Aves, Credos, Confiteors, &c., 
but from the emotions of my feelings. It was my 
heart that now prayed, and the Great Searcher of 
hearts vouchsafed to incline his ear unto me.— 
My soul, now left to the genial influence of the 
Divine Spirit, spontaneously ascended to the object 
of her love, and rested in him alone. In the ef­
fulgence of his smiling countenance, I beheld the 
mists and horrors with which Popery is surround­
ed, and shuddering at the sight, firmly resolved to 
renounce it. With this view I have made a long 
and tedious journey from the West, and am come 
to Philadelphia, for the purpose of publishing, by 
subscription, a small work, in which I shall set the 
subject of Popery in its genuine light. I shall de­
scant upon her doctrine with candour and impar­
tiality, and exhibit to an enlightened public its 
baneful influence on society. I will prove that 
she has not one mark to distinguish her as the 
Church of Christ, but that on the contrary she 
has every mark characteristic of the Beast so 
particularly described by St. John in the Revela­
tion. It shall be shown that her doctrine is in op­
position to itself, contrary to truth, and demoraliz­
ing in its effects. Her great bultvark of defence, 
infallibility, shall be prostrated in the dust; this 
sacriligious doctrine is the great vortex in which
she swalllows upvery argument advanced again&t 
her, and is the .tai whirlpool in which the con­
science of her sujects makes inevitable shipwreck.
May the greaJehovah, to whom alone belongs 
infallibility, dire* the work I have begun: may it 
redound to his hnor and glory; break the iron 
chain of Papal dtpotism, and set her captives free.
SAMUEL B. SMITH.
P. S. The wriir respectfully requests the Edi­
tors of the religius papers, in different parts of 
the Union, to gb the above an insertion.
DR. PHILIIS OPINION OF LIBERIA.
I say nothingif the advantages America may 
gain from the ne colony of Liberia, or the ad­
vantages the peole of colour may gain from be­
coming citizens if this new Country. I leave 
such questions tebe settled by the citizens of the 
United States, wo are by their local knowledge 
better qualified »an I am to decide them. But 
so far as our plas for the future improvement of 
Africa are conceded, I regard this settlement as 
full of promise ti this unhappy continent. Half 
a dozen such cconies, conducted on Christian 
principles, might oe the means under the divine 
blessing, of regenrating this degraded quarter of 
the globe. Ever proposed measure for the im­
provement of Afica must have in it the seminal 
principles of god government, and no better 
plan can be devis:d for laying the foundations of 
Christian governaents than that which this new 
settlement presets. Properly conducted, your 
new colony may become an extensive empire, 
which may be themeans of shedding the blessings 
of civilization ant peace over a vast portion of this 
divided and distacted continent. From some 
hints I have seen n some of the English papers, I 
perceive thatyouwill have some difficulties to en­
counter in the pnsecution of your present plan. 
It is the fate ot every good plan for the meliora­
tion of the humai race to be exposed, particular­
ly at its commenciment; and the virulence of the 
opposition is generally in proportion to the excel­
lence of the plan ironosed. But we have this to 
encourage us in oir endeavors to persevere in the 
pursuit of a gooc object that it must in the end
triumph.
Could you plant another colony like that of Li­
beria on the banks ot ti« Niger, it might be the 
means of rolling back the i-fle of M&homedanism 
which appears to have set in vflth so strong a cur­
rent from the north, and of establishing a Chris­
tian state in the centre of Africa. If this is im­
practicable, a mission may be undertaken on ordi­
nary principles; but the conducting of it should 
not be left to ordinary men; and those who are to 
engage in it should go forth in numbers, and with 
resources at their command, from which a great im­
pression might be soon expected. A solitary in­
dividual may do much among a reading people, 
and who hold many principles in common with 
himself, to which he can appeal in his addresses 
to their understandings and to their hearts. But 
in such a country as Africa we must concentrate 
our strength, and keep firm possession of every 
inch we have gained, and make use of the resour­
ces we may be able to raise upon it for the further 
extension of our conquests. It was long, a pre­
valent notion in England, that we might plant mis­
sionaries in Africa, as a man may in the fertile 
lands of the United States plant acorns, and leave 
them to the rain and to the climate to spread them­
selves into forests. But our experience has shown 
the folly ot that notion, and taught us if we would 
succeed in our object, that a more expensive and 
laborious system of cultivation is necessary.— 
Like the trees of the field, the greatest difficulty 
is in rearing the first plantation; and when that 
has risen to a sufficient height to afford shelter, eve­
ry new seed or young sapling should be planted 
within the range of its protection.'
ON KNEELING IN PRAYER.
It was an observation made by Frederick the 
Third, that the forms used by the Catholics in di­
vine service, made their worship seem to have a 
superior for its object; those of the Protestants 
to have an equal. Were that prince now living, 
and were he to visit many of the churches and 
1 chapels in this nation, might he not say that the
I
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posture in which many place themselves, is such 
as indicates the object of their addresses to be nei­
ther a superior nor an equal? Their prayers are 
neither in prostration, like the Vlahometans; nor 
in standing, like the Jews; nor Itneeling, as Chris­
tians, but sitting; an attitude ir which a superior 
receives and addresses an inferior. This is a cus­
tom which has been introduced,partly through the 
example of those who ought to have set a better; 
and partly, it is to be feared, frdm that kind of in ­
difference which arises from igrprance and care­
lessness; for did people think who, and before 
whom, they are; did they properly reflect on the 
nature of prayer; did they contemplate God as 
the Creator of heaven and eartj; as the universal 
Sovereign with whom is honor, power and domin­
ion, majesty and glory; I say did men consider 
these things can we suppose tjey would dare to 
address Jehovah in an attitude vhich is at the ut­
most distance from reverence jnd deep humility.
Eusebius one day perceivingjthat his wife, like 
others, began to give up kneeljhg at her prayers, 
and anxious to give her a propa- sense of her con­
duct, called up her maid, and desired her to go 
into the room where her mistress was sitting, and 
seat herself down on the sofa aid ask her for a new 
gown. The lady was quite in a rage. Eusebius 
desired the servant to retire, pid addressing his 
wife, drew a parallel ot her »wn conduct with 
what she had thus resented so kighly and she was 
so fully convinced, that she promised to behave 
with more propriety for the future.—Friendly Visit.
Fpm the Churchman. 
SUNDAY AND TIIE SABBATH.
Mr. Editor,—I was much pleased with your 
remarks in a former number on the use of these 
words. The distinction you then made, though 
familiar perhaps to your more learned readers, was 
new to me, and appear, as far as I am able to judge, 
correct. You tell us that Sabbnth is the name of 
the institution, and Sunday the name of the day 
on which that institution is kept. This shows at 
once the right use of the words, and that both of 
them may properly have a place in Christian phra­
seology. When we refer to the hallowing of a 
seventh portion of our time according to the divine 
command, we speak of the sabbath, and when to 
that particular day of the week which is appro­
priated to the sabbath, we speak of Sunday. There 
are several advantages in taking this view of the 
.subject.
1. It teaches us to keep apart two things which 
are often confounded in controversies respecting 
the obligation ot the sabbath, viz. the day assign­
ed to the institution, and the institution itself—and 
thus we get rid of all difficulty about the change 
from the seventh to the first day of the week. The 
Jews observed the sabbath on the seventh, and we 
on the first day of the week. Both keep the ori­
ginal command, and either the first or the seventh 
is a sabbath-day, a day of holy rest.
2. This view is most in harmony with the opin­
ions of those who believe the sabbath to have ex- 
histed since the creation, denying that it was ori­
ginally a Jewish ordinance. Such cannot, with any 
consistency, object to sabbath as a Jewish term, 
unless they believe that the weekly rest had some 
other name before the name of Moses—a suppo­
sition of course preposterous. Those who, with 
Dr. Paley, regard the sabbath as required only 
by the Mosaic law, may well take offence at the 
name; but not only they who believe that the be­
nign institution was coeval with the origin of our 
race. No. Sabbath is not a Jewish word—it is 
a patriarchal, an antediluvian, a paradisaical word.
3. This view agrees with the reading of the de­
calogue in our antecommunion service. If the 
word sabbath is to be expelled from Christian 
language, why in Christian Churches are we en­
joined every Sunday, “Remember that thou keep 
holy the sabbath day.”
4. This view is authorized even by those who 
adhere most scrupulously to Sunday to the exclu­
sion of sabbath, for they cannot avoid referring to 
sabbath-breakers, &c. Lord’s day breaking would 
be rather awkward, and Sunday breaking nonsense. 
Besides, sabbath is too good a word to proscribe. 
It has too many holy and heavenly allusions, too 
many sweet and blessed association. We are
taught to look forward to a “ sabbath that ,re- 
maineth for the people of God.”
INTERESTING NARRATIVE.
The following letter was addressed to one of our missiona- ■ 
ries in Ohio, who was one of the children brought into the 
school referred to on the day of its opening. He has been 
connected with it as pupil and teacher ever since, excepting the j 
time of his course at college. Ho is now preparing for the ! 
ministry.—S'. .S’. Journal.
“ According to your request, I send you a brief 
account of our Sabbath-school. It was opened in 
the winter of 1816, nearly seventeen years ago. 
Some two or three individuals had obtained an idea 
or two respecting Sunday-schools in Great Britain, 
from an old book called “The Moral Repository.” 
Their stock of knowledge amounted, on this sub­
ject, to no more than a bare acquaintance with the 
fact that such a thing as a Sunday-school had ex­
isted in a certain part of the world. It was agreed 
to collect the children and youth together at a pri­
vate house on Sabbath mornings, and hear the lar­
ger ones read, ‘verse about as it was called, and 
the smaller ones spell. No comments were made, 
nor questions asked by the teachers: this was 
thought to be the exclusive prerogative of the 
preacher. In a short time the scholars were in­
duced to commit hymns and portions of Scripture 
to memory, and the emulation in this matter ran so 
high that while committing was in vogue, some re­
cited from five to six thousand verses. Several 
influential members of the church opposed the 
school, affirming that such business was a profa­
nation of the Sabbath. The friends of the cause 
however, continued their exertions, until they had 
the satisfaction of seeing all their opposers yield­
ing themselves up to the firm conviction of the 
great utility of such ‘ Sabbath breaking’ in re­
forming the manners of their children, and giv­
ing them proper notions of the respect due to the 
Lord’s day and his revealed word.
“Numerous difficulties retarded our operations 
for many years, and often our schools seemed to 
vacillate between life and death, till at length the 
benefits of that noble institution, the American 
Sunday-school Union, in whose service you are 
engaged, alighted upon us as dew upon the with­
ering grass, and revived our drooping energies.— 
We obtained a library, and began to use Judson's 
Questions; then immediately things assumed a new 
aspect. We now use the Union Questions, and 
have gone through the 1st, 2d, and. 3d volumes, 
and commenced reviewing the 1st. Our number of 
scholars is now about one hundred and thirty; the 
majority of these are young men and women, who 
are much engaged in searching the Scriptures. 
These youth will be well qualified for taking a high 
stand as teachers hereafter. I have obtained leave 
of the superintendant to resign my class, in order 
that I may form an infant school, and shall short­
ly apply to you for suitable books cards, &c. A 
few days ago we held an anniversary meeting, 
which was the first attempt of the kind among 
us. The Methodist school together with the scho­
lars from another school, joining with us, bur pro­
cession amounted to two hundred and fifty scholars 
and teachers. We moved from the Methodist to 
the Presbyterian church, where we heard address­
es. The results of the meeting tended to revive ; 
the cause very much. Of those who had been j 
and are members of our school, about one hundred j 
j and twenty have made a profession of religion and 
none, it is believed, have ever degraded that pro­
fession.
BAD MANNERS AT CHURCH.
The editor of the PitsburghTrzcncf has devoted 
a column and a half to the castigation of those 
who are guilty of rudeness at Church. The fol­
lowing is a summary of charges which he brings 
against all whom they may concern. The spend­
ing of an hour or two in the closet on Sabbath 
morning, communing with God, in prayer, and 
meditation, would do much towards refining those 
who violate the proprieties of the sanctuary.— 
Cincinnati Journal.
“ To walk along the aisle, with such an air as be­
trays an utter insensibility to the sacredness of the 
place and the occasion; to gaze around with vain 
and careless look, as if to let it be seen that the
person has too much spirit to be a saint; to ob­
trude upon the solemn assembly, in the whole look 
and manner, the express image of a spirit all 
whose thoughts and feelings are utterly at variance 
with the circumstances that surround it; to be 
manifestly vacant, or absent, or occupied only with 
the self-complacency of one who feels himself su­
perior to the service that is taking place, while the 
high praises of God are sung; to wear the aspect 
of perfect inattention in time of prayer; toassume 
a lounging, heedless posture, the face turned full 
upon the worshipping assembly, the eyes rolling 
in every direction from the floor to the ceiling, the 
countenance indicative of a brutish apathy in re­
gard to the whole transaction, the entire person so 
ordered and composed to the very spirit of atheism, 
as if it were a point even of affectation to make it 
clear to all' around that the lowest sentiment of 
devotion is wanting; to discover, while the sermon 
is delivered, the impatience of a soul that is intent 
only on the anticipated pleasure of regaling itself 
with a good dinner or a quiet nap at home, when 
the exercises are all concluded; to disturb the 
tranquility of the congregation in any way, through 
mere wantonness of corrupthumor; all these things 
and things like these, we say are not only contra­
ry to the true spirit of piety, but down right brea­
ches of good breeding. And breaches they are 
too, of a very gross kind; always arguing a radi­
cal defect of the spirit of politeness, a constitu­
tional rudeness that is put poorly palliated by all 
the airs of artificial life which the art of the danc­
ing master may have provided for in other respects. 
DISPUTE AVOWED.
The late Rev. Dr. Waugh was once conversing 
with a brother minister on the evils arising, from 
religious slander, and the passage was referred to 
of Michael the archangel disputing with the devil 
about the body of Moses and who brought not a 
railing accusation. The doctor asked, “and dinna 
ye ken why he did not rail ?” “ No,” was the re­
ply: “Why,” rejoined the doctor, “he had two 
good reasons for declining it:—in the first place he 
had not been so used to it as the devil; and in the 
second, he knew if they began the devil would 
be sure to have the last word.”—N. Y. Evangelist.
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American Colonization Society.—This Society has had, 
thus far, a hard fate. From its organization to the present 
moment, it has been the object of suspicion and misrepresenta­
tion. At first it was violently opposed by slave-holders as de­
signing to infringe upon the privileges accorded to them by 
the Constitution, and some of this feeling still continues. Of 
late however, the chief opposition lias come from that class 
which furnished originally its founders and supporters. Men 
professing to be actuated solely by religious principles, have 
come forward and assailed it with extreme violence, not only- 
asserting its tendency to be the perpetuation of slavery, but 
even impeaching the motives of its supporters and agents, at­
tributing their exertions to evil designs. In this country as J 
yet, the weight of piety and intelligence is altogether against 
these anti-Colonlzationists; but in England the reverse would 
seem to be the case, though the Editors of the N. Y. Observer 
doubt it. Through the exertions of Garrison, taking advantage 
of the peculiar position and feeling of the English community 
as it regards slavery in their own colonies, a sentiment has 
been got up violently opposed to the American Colonization 
Society, and pub lications have been issued warning British be­
nevolence against lending it any aid. We have just beeu 
reading one of these publications under the imposing title of 
a “Protest,” signed by the lamented Wilherforcc and several 
others. We confess it was with pain we saw the name of this 
distinguished plilanthropist and Christian subscribed to such 
an article, espe cially as it must have been one of the last acts 
of his eminently honorable and useful life. But “to err is 
human,” and while we lament the misapprehension, we must 
respect the motive.
The charge against the Colonization Society is that it stands 
in the way of emancipation, by removing from the States those 
free blacks whose intelligence would otherwise wake up the 
slave population to a feeling and assertion of their rights— 
Now the abolitionists declare that they do not mean to do any­
thing, and that they wish nothing done even by the blacks, till 
public sentiment is revolutionized at the south. But how soon 
can that be done? and what is to be done in the mean time? }
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Here, however, the old charge recurs again: the doings of 
the Colonizationists arc designed and calculated to prevent fu­
ture qooA. But why should this be so confidently asserted? 
Are then the piety and wisdom which founded this society, 
the liberality which has sustained it,, the martyrdom which 
consecrated it, no pledges that it will be- carried on, on the 
principles avowed—good to- the free blacks and no evil to the 
slaves? May not the many eminent men of the Church and 
of the state, who lend it their countenance and support on 
these professions, be trusted to withdraw from it, so soon as 
the Society has been proved to have done actual mischief? 
Why anticipate evil, before it has shown itself, and while only 
good is before the eyes? We envy not the man who can think 
so meanly of the moral sense of our citizens as to suppose 
they would countenance a society which sought as its object 
the entailment of slavery to our latest posterity; especially 
who could attribute such motives to the names enrolled by tins 
Society—literally the picked men of the nation. For our­
selves we are friends, humble but cordial, of the American 
Colonization Society; but so soon as it can he shown that this
38_______
It took twenty years to reform public sentiment in England 
on this subject, when the. case was not so strong. Shall we 
wait so long as this, occupying the time in simple talk? Shall 
we not go forward, and rescue from the moral and civil degra­
dation in which they live, those free blacks that must other­
wise continue, and in the interval die in this state? Shall we 
not also remove to Africa, and there establish in liberty and 
happiness, the slaves who on this condition will lie emancipa­
ted, but otherwise must remain in bondage ? Shall we not ex­
tend through these colonists, to that continent, the blessings 
of Christianity? Shall we not by the same means debar the 
slave-ship from these coasts, and so put a stop to the fearful 
sin and misery connected with men-stealing?
But it is said, that, admitting such benefits should proceed 
from following out the plan of the Colonization Society; it 
still has bad designs, and actually produces an amount of evil 
before which these partial blessings sink to insignificance.-^A 
part of this charge deserves no reply. Do these accusers ot 
their brethren pretend to read the thoughts—to know the 
heart? If not, how can they justify themselves in such an
impeachment of motives?—But the tendency of the Society ' object of our regard seeks directly, or promotes indirectly, the 
is bad as it regards the condition of the slaves in the U. States. ' perpetuation of that dread curse—slavery, we think we may 
It is calculated, think some, to rivet their chains—to put ( be trusted to renounce it; asking only that the proof be some- 
far off the day of their deliverance!—To argue this matter we j thing more than abstract declamation or special pleading- 
shall not now attempt; but we would simply ask is tins a pro- j And tlie confidence we thus ask for ourselves, and ask as we
hable conjecture, for no more than a conjecture, is it? Did 
the founders of this Society after all the reflection they had 
bestowed upon the subject, and the many ardent prayers 
which they had offcied for direction from on high, undertake 
a work the nature of which they did not so much as under­
stand? Were Finley and Mills and Ashmun, and the other 
men of mind and heart who aided them, laboring under a ra­
dical delusion, and doing evil when they thought they were 
doing good? Were they spending their time and talents and 
substance and life, to confirm and perpetuate a system the very 
horrors of which made them thus bestir themselves?—We ask 
another question ; lias the Colonization Society had the effect quence : wiiat will he the fate of Mr. Smith we do not krtow; 
which it is said it will have? Since its foundation, have the | he sccrns t0 anticil’ate no mercy from them. • 
people of this Union shown themselves less sensible of the 1 Wc could wish to seu more conversions of this kind, and we 
evils of slavery, and manifested an increased determination I hoPe tbat tbcy wil1 becomc morc common. If the Romish 
to preserve the destinetion of slave and taskmaster in the I Cburch is thc ^mutable thing which its members profess,
land ? I lave our southern brethren made the bondage of their 
slaves harder, and restored fewer of them to the enjoyment of 
their liberty, in consequence of the Society’s existence? Has 
the Society in any way deteriorated the condition of the slave 
population of the south ?—To prove that it has, would he im­
possible; whereas, to prove that it lias done good to them, is 
of easy demonstration. Very many who with their families 
■ire now fist rising, on the shores of Africa, to the dignity and 
happiness ot a free and Christianized people, were it not for 
the Society, would he still in bondage; and to the present hour, 
as we are all aware, it is no uncommon thing for the slave­
holder personally, or by will, to emancipate his slaves on the
condition of their removal to Liberia__ Besides, how is
it possible for such enquiries and reflections as the Society 
perpetually occasions by its anniversary sermons and address­
es, and its excellent reportswmd magazines, to occupy the pub­
lic mind, and that mind yet rest satisfied without the prospect 
of the ultimate abolition of slavery, in some way safe and equi­
table to all parties concerned? Has not the feeling which 
now exists, more or less, from Maine to Georgia in favor of 
the blacks, and which so manifestly seeks to redress their
wrongs—has it not, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, !ls we esteern these standards, we ilo not regard them infallible, 
originated in the doings of this Society? I'or ourselves we 1 nOr wou'd "e pronounce any man in error because he differed 
have to confess that very much of our interest in the welfare ! b’om hot it is worthy of a serious enquiry which of the
of thc African race now in bondage amongst us, has sprung ! t"’° sbould yield, the illustrious reformers and martyrs who
Irom this source; and so far as our personal knowledge ex- ' composed the Homilies, 01; we who have come after them in 
tend 1, the case has been the same with others. The Coloni- , these P‘P!llg timcs of peace. Surely that man must have stu-
zation Society has brought the evils of slavery before the I diad Cbiristianity deeply, in the Bible and on his knees, and '
nunds of th e public, mid it has suggested a remedy which has, ' also 1,ave studied Rom.,nisnl well in its theory and practice, 
as is admitted even in the “Ih-test,” done some good, and 1 who wiU venture t0 say that Cranmer and Ridley and tlie 
would be more efficient still if men were as willing to spend I other worthies who wrote that work, mistook the character of 
money as they are to spend breath in matters of this kind. tl,e s)stcm tlwy dietl t0 overthrow!
And whilst it does th.s acknowledged good, it interferes with 
no other plans of benevolence, but lets them pass and r 
reely, rejoicing to Tsee them prospering. Collision is by no 
meansnecessary. Would thatthe abolitionists could alsofliink
th' r 1 S°O< 3t W ‘Ch aim alt°Sctb" prospective: 
tne Colonization Society seeks a present good, in which tl 
laborer’s toil tells at every,troke; so there Vbe^^
OPP«. denounce and 
W ,j do.be, ,b„„ Thei, ,„c,hr„
•t," doing good,-they ,hci, u|li„a;c j ‘
M hv are they so summ», :i„ _ , , „ _ 6
Dr. Norton s Reasons.—Rev. Dr, Norton, a professor in 
Harvard University .has'published (or rather republished) a 
volume of “reasons for not believing the doctrine of tlie Tri­
nity. Me allude to it only to mention the singular charac­
ter of the preface, and to say that the work has been very ably 
reviewed, in a general way, in the Christian Spectator. In 
the preface the author apologizes for renewing his attack, in 
this republication, upon a system so completely antiquated and 
- -- u.v.„,a,e uesmns are raJe j exPlodcd 38 orthodox Christianity! He talks as if his first
’ > o auly condemned? Suppose tl,,! d°”e W°rk’ °r at leaSt tbat bX soine hand tbe
not ready for immediate abolition; the most tint shoJdT ! ’ renderinS his second edition a superfluity,
said to them, with reference to their measures is, “these th 3Wa,'e that thcre is intelligence and
ou ght ye to have done, and not leave the others undone ” I “L C,llargU,nent in the country or tlie world, but wbat is j 
rangei on the side of Unitarianism, and appears to thin Ip that *
think most reasonably, we arc ready to repose in others.
Renunciation of Romanism.—In the present number of 
the Observer will he found a recantation by the Rev. Samuel 
B. Smith, who, it appears, officiated two years as a Catholic 
l’liest in the Territory of Michigan, and has now attached 
himself to a protestant denomination. Not long since, it will 
be recollected, another Romish priest, the Rev. John Burk 
trod the same path and connected himself with our own church 
in the diocese of Virginia. In this latter case much coarse 
and virulent abuse from the Catholic papers was the conse­
there must be the same reason for renouncing it now, that ex­
isted in the days of Luther, and an instance like those just 
mentioned, is us proper a matter of rejoicing therefore as it 
used to he in Reformation times when Christendom was just 
emerging from thraldom and darkness. Yet plain as this 
principle is, it does not St^in to regulate our feelings. We do 
not appear any way deeply impressed with the evils of Popery 
either civil or religious, and it is even to he feared, that errors- 
tar less pernicious to spiritual religion,, are regarded with far 
greater abhorrence. I his conclusion is forcibly pressed upor. 
us whenever we look into our Homilies. IIow different their 
language and tone ! Their harshness of expression indeed we 
do not approve, at least with reference to thc nineteenth cen­
tury; and for the same reason we could wish many things al­
tered in some recent controversies which we have seen • but 
still, after all the high coloring lias been brought down, and 
every thing extrinsic removed, there remains in these writings 
an amount of pure doctrine of such a character, as at least 
to contrast strongly with the views and sentiments current 
amongst us. The question then arises, which party is in error, 
we of the nineteenth or they of tlie sixteenth century. Much
his work can be useful only to a very few straglers who yet 
need to be brought in and incorporated in the great Socinian 
host! How a man vho has access to the statistics of Chris­
tendom should be so blind to the relative strength of his sect 
is truly astonishing; snd if we should attempt to explain the 
wonder by supposing that his judgment has been misled by 3 
sanguine temperamen;, and that he has only substituted the 
anticipations of the fuiure for the realities of the present, we
are still at a loss to see what has made him so full of hope__
Where there is no inspiration (and to inspiration the Dr. does 
not hold) he that woull be a prophet must prophesy from his­
tory. But what is tie history of Unitarianism? Does its 
success in other couniries authorise this vain confidence of 
boasting? From England it came to us: how lias it prosper­
ed in the mother county ? Let the gifted author of the Na­
tural History of Enthisiasm tell us: he would not for obvi­
ous reasons, represent it less prevalent and influential than 
it is,
“Were it asked how far the Socinian error now checks the 
promulgation and prog-ess of the gospel, it would be impossi­
ble to make so small a natter palpable in our reply. Ta affirm 
that the great principle: of religion are at present endangered 
by the feeble and expiriag remains of Socinianism, were much 
the same as to say, that he throne and constitution of Britain 
is in jeopardy by the lurking attachment of the people to tlie 
house of Stuart!”
“The contrary is the fact. We are strengthened by the 
puny heresy, that yet gasps here and there about us. The 
modern history, thc fate, and thc present actual condition of 
the doctrines absurdly cilled Unitarianism, is quite enough to 
convince any man of sense, tjiat the sceptical argument is a 
mere sophism, even if le knew nothing of the merits of the 
question. And this edifying history and spectacle, does in 
fact produce a proper effect upon the minds of men, and does 
actually seal the theological argument as it ought. Is Unita­
rianism Christianity? Read the story of its rise in modern 
times, of its progress and decay,land, look at the meager phan­
tom as it now haunts the dry places it has retired to! Is this 
pitiful shadow Christianity?”
In addition to these extracts furnished by the Reviewer of 
Dr. Norton’s “Reasons,” we cannot refrain from giving our 
readers an extract frorr. the Reviewer himself in reproof of 
the Doctor’s gasconade.
“From Professor Norton’s preface, notwithstanding our re­
membrance of such names as Bacon, and Boyle, Hale, Mack­
intosh and Hall, we should certainly be led to think, that there 
never was, nor can now he found, an intelligent Trinitarian in 
existence; and that “all the departments of polite literature, 
moral science, and natural religion” have, by common consent, 
been baptized into the liberalizing and vapid negations of Uni- 
tarianism. On this point, a sentence from Burke will com­
mend itself to our readers. “Because half a dozen grasshop­
pers under a fern, make the field ring with their importunate 
chink, whilst thousands of great cattle, reposed beneath the 
shadows of the British oak, chew their cut and are silent, pray 
do not imagine that those who make the noise are the only in­
habitants of the field; that of course they are many in num­
ber; or that, after all, they are other than the little shrivelled, 
meager, hopping, though loud and troublesome, insects of the
hour.”
RELIGIOUS I2TTBZiXiia-E3TC33.
Anniversary Meek, for: tiie Valley of the Mississippi, 
the LAST WEEK in October—Exercises as follows, in the Se­
cond Presbyterian Church, Cincinnati, Ohio.
__ Munday evening, Oct. 28, 7 o’clock. Address by Justii 
Edwards, D. D.,on the subject of Temperance.
Tuesday, 3 P. M. Anniversary of Sabbath Schools.__Eve
ning. Anniversary of the Bible Society.
Wednesday, 3 P. M. Anniversary of thc Tract Soeiety.- 
Evcning. Anniversary of the Foreign Missionary Society^
Thursday, 3 P. M. Anniversary of the Western Agenci
of the Presbyterian Education Society__ Evening. Anniver
sarj of the Western Branch of the American' Home Mis 
sionary Society.
N. B. Ministers visiting the city on this occasion, are re 
quested to call at the Missionary and Education Rooms, No. 24 
5tli Street, over Messrs. Truman, Smith & Co’s. Bookstore 
where they may register their names, and receive directions t< 
families who will be happy to entertuin them.
Delegates from the Eastern Parent Societies are expected 
who, by their addresses, will doubtless add interest to thes, 
anniversaries.
It is earnestly requested that those who are interested in tin 
cause of benevolence, will attend and participate with us ii 
the enjoyment of the Anniversary Week.
John Spaulding, h Committee 
Silas Woodbury, V
_ Artemas Bullaro, J Arrangements
Cincinnati, Sept. 7, 1833. y
Sunday-school or Family Libraries—The Amerieai 
Sunday-school Union can furnish a Library for a school whicl 
will contain 235 volumes, amounting to 26,305 pages, wel 
bound in fancy colored leatherbacks and corners, with mar. 
ble covers. These volumes contain 1560 steel, copperplate 
and wood engravings and maps, illustrating the various sub. 
setVs^li trCat' THe Price of tbc complex
Besides this library, the Union have published 103 smallei 
>00 s, 111 papei covers, containing 2056 pages, with a large 
pumber of wood cuts. A complete set of these costs one dol-
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iar and forty-six cents. If bound, they would make ten or 
twelve volumes of uniform size.
In the above are not included several volumes which, on ac­
count of size, &c. are not placed in the regular series; such as 
the Bible Dictionary, Geograpliy, Psaltnody, Hymn Books, 
Biographical Dictionary.
Nearly the whole of the books have been printed from ster­
eotype plates, on good paper; many of them were written ex­
pressly for the Union, and all have been examined and ap­
proved by the committee of publication, composed of an equal 
number of members of the Baptist, Presbyterian, Methodist, 
and Episcopal churches.
For the Sum of $42 46, the above 338 works can be pro­
cured by any Sunday-school and Sundayischool society, winch 
will send a copy of its constitution, a list of officers and an 
annual report to the American Sunday-school Union, and thus 
become an auxiliary. They can be procured on the same 
terms by any individual who is a member of the society, pur­
chasing for his own use or for gratuitous distribution. The 
terms of membership are for life $30, or three dollars annu­
ally, in which case they also receive gratuitously a copy of the 
Sunday-school Journal__ S’. S'. Jour.
AMERICAN BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS. 
Twenty-fourth Annual Report, abridged for the New-York 
Observer.
Missionaries sent out during the year.—Since the last meeting 
of the Board, the following additional missionaries have been 
sent out:—
To the Mediterranean Mission.—.Rev. William Thompson, 
Rev. Elias Riggs, and Dr. Asa Dodge, and their wives, 
and Mrs. Sarah L. Smith, wife of Rev. Eli Smith, 7
To the Ceylon Mission.—Rev. Messrs. William Todd, 
Samuel Hutchings, Henry R. Hoisington, Geo. H. Ap- 
tliorp, and Dr. Nathan Ward, and their wives, 10
To the China Mission.—Rev. Ira Tracy and Mr. Samuel 
W. Williams, Printer. 2
To the Mission in Siam.—Rev. Charles Robinson and 
Rev. Stephen Johnson, jr. and their wives. - 4
To the Indian Archipelago.—Rev. Samuel Munson and 
Rev. Ilenry Lyman, and their wives. - 4
To the Sandwich Islands.—Rev. Lowell Smith and Rev.
Benjamin W. Parker, and their wives, and Mr. Samuel 
Fuller, Printer. _ _ _ 5
To Patagonia.—Rev. William Arms and Rev. Titus 
Coan, - - - - 2
To the North American Indians.—Rev. Matthias Joslyn
and wife. Rev. Ilenry R. W’ilson, Rev. John Fleming, 
Misses Relief Thayer, Esther Smith, Jerusha Johnson,
------Choate, Elvira G. Perkins, Rev. Asher Bliss and
wife, Mr. Edmund F. Ely, John L. Seymour and Miss 
Martin - - _ - 14
Making a total - _ _ 48
Consisting of 19 ordained Missionaries, 2 Physicians, 2 
printers, and 25 other assistants.
MISSION TO GREECE.
Jonas King and Llias Riggs, Missionaries; and their wives. 
Our work advances slowly in Greece because the means are
inadequate, and the times have been unfavorable. During the 
past year Greece has been in an unsettled condition. Travel­
ling by land has been dangerous, and our operations have been 
confined chiefly to Athens; and that city was in Turkish 
hinds. The new king, Otho, with the Regency, did not reach 
fne country until the 6th of February last, nor was it until 
the lV(i of April that the Acropolis of Athens was delivered 
up tr its vigbtful owners. That event consummated the de­
liverance of Greece from Mohammedan authority. A cabi­
net of ministers has been formed, of which Tricoupis, a Greek 
gentleman of patriotic and enlightened views, is the President. 
The country has been divided into provinces, in which regard 
lias been paid to ancient landmarks, and these again have been 
divided into districts. Committees have been appointed by 
the government to inquire and report on the subject of educa­
tion and religion, and as the incipient measures of the new 
government bad given general satisfaction, as being manifestly 
dictated by a wise regard to the public good, the hope was 
justly entertained that order would soon be restored, and the 
roads become safe for travelling. Mr. Riggs, whose designa­
tion for Greece was mentioned in the last report, sailed for 
Boston with his wife, on the 31st Oct. and entered the port of 
Athens, where he was cordially welcomed by Mr. King, and 
the brethren of the American Episcopal Mission. One great 
and obvious benefit arising from the location of intelligent 
missionaries in different parts of the Levant, is the calling 
into useful exercise of native talent, when allied, as it often is, 
to an ingenuous disposition, and a willingness to labor for the 
instruction of the people. Mr. King has in this way exerted 
a salutary influence. Niketaplos, a liberal and serious minded 
ecclesiastic, and one of the best Lancasterian school-masters 
in Greece,—George Constantine, educated by the British 
Foreign School Society in London,—Baphas, from the Ionian 
University, and Anastasius Karavelles, educated in Amherst 
College at the expense of the Board, are employed, with one 
or two others, in the schools at Athens. The last uaeied per 
6on, after completing his education in this country, returned to 
his parents at Kalamata, in one of the southern districts of 
the Peloponessus. In that town, themost considerable one west­
ward of the Taygetus, he is expected to open a school, after 
assisting awhile in Mr. King’s Hellenic school. This school, 
under the charge of Baphas, contained seventy scholars in 
February. A public examination of it was held at the com­
mencement of the year, which was attended by the greater 
part of the drmogerautes of Athens, by the bishop, and others 
to the number of about fifty. At the close of the examina­
tion the bishop made an address to the scholars, highly com­
mendatory of the school. A number of the scholars are from 
other parts of Greece. One is a priest from Sparta. The 
whole number of scholars in the four schools is about 250.— 
The schools have been very favorably noticed in the govern­
ment paper. From 15 to 120 attended Mr. King’s two Greek 
services on the Sabbath. His manner of preaching the gos­
pel appears to be in a high degree judicious and useful.
In July of last year Mr. King visited Nauplia, the seat of 
government, at which time he presented Rizos, the secretary 
for religion and public instruction, with a considerable quan­
tity of books printed at the Malta press, which were very re­
spectfully acknowledged, and afterwards distributed among the 
schools of Greece. The Secretary had also received a quan­
tity of New Testaments in modern Greek, from Switzerland, 
which he disposed of in the same manner. -In addition to 
the books presented to the government, Mr. King distributed 
and sold at this time nearly 1,600 school books and tracts, and 
55 Testaments. It is exceedingly desirable that the Greek 
church, and indeed all the other Oriental churches, should be 
induced to acknowledge the Hebrew text as the only proper 
standard of the Old Testament. The translation from the 
Hebrew into modern Greek is now in progress at Corfu, but 
the merits and claims of the Hebrew text will never be ap­
preciated in Greece until there is an institution among them 
in which an enlightened course of study shall be pursued in 
Biblical literature. Such an institution our brethren are anx­
ious to see established somewhere in Greece.
The islands of.Crete and Cyprus have both been contem­
plated for some time as desirable fields to be occupied. Two 
missionaries are expected to leave this country for the former 
of these islands, soon after the meeting of the Board; and it 
is highly probable befoie the. next meeting the committee will 
be able to station a missionary at Larnica in Cyprus. Both 
of these islands belong to the dominions of Mohammed Ali, 
and the latter has recently to make Candia. which is the capi­
tal of the island of Crete, a free port for commerce.
Temperance and the Gospel—Dr. Philip says, at our 
missionary institutions we have found temperance societies to 
be what a person at one of our mission stations called them, 
John the Baptists. “ They are (said he) sent to prepare the 
way for the kingdom of God.” Our missionaries have found 
them to be the most valuable auxiliaries in promoting the 
cause of God that we have ever had in Africa. We have 
temperance societies at each of our missionary stations, and I 
believe there are very few of our people that do not belong to 
them, and conform to their rules.
The following is a complete statement of the actual in­
crease in the number of Wesleyan Methodists throughout the 
world during the past year:
In Great Britain, . 23,023
Ireland, 1,504
Foreign stations, 1,937
United States, (estimated at) • 50,000
Canadas, 3,000
Total, 79,464
A bill for the licensing of dramatic performances being be­
fore the British parliament, the Bishop of London protested 
against its being declared in the preamble that theatrical 
amusements “tended to the improvement of the public in 
general.” Though it was well to place the existing theatres 
under effective control, it was highly inexpedient that thea­
tres slihuld be multiplied. Indeed, lie very much doubted 
whether it was possible for a metropolitan theatre to have any 
other than an immoral tendency. As metropolitan prelate, 
he had been frequently remonstrated with for not having in 
his place in parliament raised his voice against the enormous 
vices which were encouraged in the two great theatres—as if 
he was responsible for them, or could prevent them. He did 
his best to put these nuisances down; but, though zealously 
co-operated with by the Lord Chamberlain, the-patentees 
wholly disregarded bis remonstrances.
OEKBRAL SUl’lSlAmr.
Latest from Liberia—New-Yorlt, Oct. 1.—We are in­
debted to Captain Weston, of the schooner William Hop­
kins, for a Liberia paper of August 8th.
King Tom Bassa, of Little Bassa, was buried on the 15th 
of July. Co Bai, a brother of the predecessor of Tom Bas­
sa, had been elected King in place of the deceased.
A free school for the- benefit of re-captured Africans had 
been in successful operation for some weeks under the care of 
Rev. James Eden.
Mr. Savage, who had recently arrived as Agent for the emi­
grants by the Ajax from New Orleans, was making arrange­
ments to establish a Manual Labor School at Millsburg.—Na­
tional Intelligencer.
From the Liberia Herald.
Massachusetts Free School in Liberia—We are pleased to 
learn, that our friends in Massachusetts have given their at­
tention to the subject of Education in our infant Republic. 
We have schools, it is true, but in a body like ours, which is 
daily extending, there are always openings for schools. At 
present, our settlement at Grand Bassa is without any.—Our 
settlement about to be formed at Junk, will be in the same 
situation, and the chiefs and head men at Cape Mount, now, 
are clamorous for a teacher; and in their cession of land for a 
settlement there, the establishment of a school is the chief and 
most important item in the deed of conveyance. But the Co­
lonial Agent has been unable to establish the school, or occu­
py the grant, from want of means; there is a heavy expense 
attendant upon the foundation of every new settlement. Why 
will not our friends in Massachusetts—throughout New Eng­
land, raise funds to settle a certain tract or coast to be called 
New England, or Plymouth, or Boston? We need call only 
on the friends of the cause.
Convention of Teachers—The first anniversary of the 
College of Professional Teachers was celebrated in this city 
during last week. The three states represented in the College 
were Ohio, Kentucky, and Illinois.
By appointment, Doctois Beecher and Drake, and Messrs. 
T. Walker, A. Kinmont, C. Bradford, N. Holly, J. Stowe, 
and B. O. Peers delivered public lectures on the occasion.
I he College had its regular daily meetings, for the discussion 
of the various topics connected with the great cause of edu­
cation, and finally adjourned under the most favorable aus- 
pices.
It is now quite certain that the association may lie made 
one of great public utility. An annual interchange of thought 
and opinion, between those devoted to the science of teaching, 
upon the best mode of imparting instruction, is well calcula­
ted to enlighten their minds, and extend their usefulness. 
They not only, by these means, avail themselves of each oth­
ers' experience, but by their spirit du corps, diffuse through­
out society an interest in regard to the improvement and ex­
tension of our schools, that will event illy lead to the most 
excellent results. That the public mind in this city, is exci­
ted on the’ subject may be inferred from the fact, that the iiuh- 
lic lectures, were attended by large audiences of ;W?mgcnt 
persons of both sexes.
\V ith the view of affecting some decisive action throughout 
the Mississippi valley, a public discussion under the direction, 
of the College was held at the close of the session, which re­
sulted in the appointment of a central committee of sevcu 
persons, whp are authorised to invite the co-operation of the 
intelligent and public spirited in the West,' and to solicit their 
attendance at this place at a general Convention to be held in 
April next, for the purpose of extending the system of Com­
mon Schools, and advancing generally the great cause of edu­
cation. The Committee consists of the Rev. Lyman Beecher 
and Messrs. John I’. Foote, Nathan Guilford, James Ilal), J. 
D. Garrard, Thomas J. Matthews, and Rev. B. 0. Peers.' A- 
bout $300 were subscribed by the meeting for the purpose 
of defraying the expenses incidental to the incipient stages of 
such a measure.
There is good reason for believing, that this association of 
Professional Teachers, will he the means of scattering the 
choicest blessings of education, morals, and refinement upon 
the community.— Cincinnati Chronicle.
Jefferson College—The annual Commencement in this In­
stitution took place on Thursday, the 26th of September.— 
After prayer, the Annual Address to the Literary Societies 
was delivered by the Rev. H. B. Bascom.
The usual exercises of the day were then performed in the 
following order-
English Salutatory, by James Hemphill, South-Carolina.
Salutatory in Latin and Greek,, by Robert W. Orr, Arm­
strong county, Pa.
Orations.—By Bolton Caldwell, Wheeling, “Adverse Cir­
cumstances favorable to the development of Genius.”
By David J. Graham, New-Lisbon, Ohio, “ Decision of 
Character.”
By William Y. Hamilton, Philadelphia, “Social Affec­
tions.”
By William R. Hemphill, South-Carolina, “Natural His­
tory”—on beliaif of the “Lyceum.”
By Shepherd Leffler, Ohio county, Va., “Duelling.”
By II. N. M’Allister, Juniatta ’county, Pa.” “Claims of 
the American Colonization Society.”
By Charles S. Moffat, South-Carolina, “South America.”
By James P. Smart, Huntingdon, Pa., “Influence of 
Christianity on Republican Governments.”
A Poem, by James L. Scott, Chester county, Pa., “ The 
Spirit of War inconsistent with the Spirit of Christianity.
Valedictory, by William IL Blodget, Dayton, Ohio.
The degree of A. B. was conferred on 21.
The -degree of D. D. was conferred on Rev. Donald Fra­
zier of Kennoway, Scotland—Rev. David M Conaughy, Pre­
sident of Washington College, and on the Rev, George Jun- 
kin, of La Fayette College.
The honorary degree of M. D. was conferred on Ebenezer 
Daniels, of Reading, Pa.— Christian Heiald.
President of Harvard University.—It is stated that the 
Hon. Josiah Quincy has signified his determination to retire 
from the Presidency of Harvard University, and that a spe­
cial meeting of the Corporation lias been called for the pur­
pose of appointing a successor to the vacant chair.
Painful Death.—A few days since, a Mr. Ramberger, re­
siding at Lynkin’s Valley, was bitten in the heel by a snake, 
and in bis fright, ran a considerable distance with the snake 
hanging to his heel, till in fording a small stream the reptile 
disengaged itself and escaped. The unfortunate man imme­
diately swelled, and after a few hours of intense agony, termi­
nated his existence.
The bite of a snake is as easily and as readily cured as the 
sting of a bee, if taken in a seasonable time, without even ap­
plying to a physician, as every farmer has a remedy in his own 
house. Bathing the part bitten with warm milk, affords im­
mediate relief. An external application of hog’s lard, with 
a diet of honey and milk, will have the same effect, though 
not so speedy. These remedies should he universally known 
and remembered, and resorted to as soon as possible after the 
infliction of the wound.—Liv. Mer.
At the late election in the state of Tennessee, the votes of , 
the people,were taken on the question of calling 3 Convention 
for revising the Constitution of that State, and decided in the 
affirmative.
A wealthy individual in the neighborhood of Hudson had 
made a donation of $50 to the American Bible Society, ac­
companying it with the remark, that he did not give from 
motives of benevolence, hut from self-interest. He said he 
had lately had a barn burnt by an incendiary, and he was con­
vinced, that there was no security for our .property any fur­
ther than the influence of the Gospel prevailed. This indi­
vidual made no pretensions to religion.— Ohio Observer.
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From the Evangelical Magazine.
“WHAT DOST THOU HERE ELIJAH?”
“What dost thou here Elijah?—say,
While Israel’s thousands blindly stray 
From wisdom’s straight and holy way,
And brave Jehovah’s ire?
Why thus to Horeb’s mountain flee,
While under every grove and tree 
They bend, in idol-rites, the knee,
And burn unhallowed fire?
“What dost thou here, Elijah? Go, -6. 
Proclaim the terrors of the foe,
Who whets the sword, and bends the bow,
$ To mow their armies down.
Direct to God the nation’s aim,
And say that they who will not claim 
His mercy in a Saviour’s name,
Shall perish in his frown!”
’Twas thus in Sinai’s desert drear, .
Upon the startled Tishbite’s ear,
The words of warning and of fear
In still, small accents fell;
But oft amidst the noisy crowd,
The bustling mart, or palace proud,
The voice of conscience sounds as loud
As in the lonely cell.
What dost thou, Christian, ’midst the train 
Who barter heaven for sordid gain,
And heaps of dust, with toil and pain,
In Mammon’s temple pile?
What dost thou in the tinseled hall,
To which the sons of music call,
Or where in pageant, mask, or ball,
Gay fashion’s daughters smile?
What dost thou, Christian, ’midst the state, 
Which haunts the mansions of the great,
Where tribes of sc; .ile flatterers wait,
To worship pomp or power?
What dost thou at the festive board,
With sparkling wines and dainties stored,
Where riot bolds her rites abhorred,
And madness rules the hour ?
What dost, thou, Christian, where, I ween,
The lowly Saviour ne’er had been?
Shun, shun the gay, delusive scene,
The poison-chai ice fly.
O’er sorrow’s darkened chamber throw 
The light which soothes a mourner’s woe,
And wipe ov. ay the tears that flow 
From misery’s melting eve.
Go, bid the church of Jesus feel 
The impulse of thy sacred zeal;
To aid thy kin’s, thy country’s weal,
Thy time, thy wealth employ.
So, when thy mortal race is run,
Enthroned in bliss, the incarnate Son 
Shall say, “My servant, nobly done;
Partake thy Master’s joy!”
MISCELLANY.
From the National Intelligencer.
Cincinnati, 12th August, 1833.
Misstis. Editors The tribute of praise, is always due 1 
Genius and Industry, wherever they may be found assiduous 
struggling for the advancement of human knowledge, and tl 
improvement of human arts. To the tew individuals who: 
lives arc successfully spent for the attainment of these end 
every member of a community ought to feel himself a debto 
and speak (at least) of him as a public benefactor Among 
the fairest candidates of our country, (at this time,) for tin 
public meed, is Mr. Catlin, a gentleman who is now traver 
ing our almost boundless frontiers, to snatch from oblivion tl 
living locks and manners of the “poor Indian.’
This gentleman is an artist, undoubtedly of great merit, an 
his talents, I presume, are appreciated in the East. Il 
has struck out a hold and daring design, which needs but to fc 
accomplished to enrol his name amongst the famous, and pi 
his country in possession of a work of exceeding great value.
I have recently formed a personal acquaintance with Mi 
Catlin, and in my frequent interviews with him, in his pain: 
ing apartments, have been indulged in a fami'iarity with li 
numerous sketches of Indian manners and customs, and als 
with a knowledge of bis noble design and its object, which 
take pleasure in communicating to the world.
But a few years since, an unconquerable passion for the ai 
led this gentleman from the practice of the law to the Brusl 
and an extraordinary enthusiasm soon after led him from th 
trodden path of the pencil, to the prosecution of a bold an 
original design, winch needs, only to be completed to she 
honor upon his name, and benefaction Upon his country. II 
has been nearly three years laboriously engaged in the prose 
cution of his design, to vlkit every nation of Indians on th 
continent of North America, procuring portraits, anti paint 
ings representing their domestic habits; their dances, war par 
ties, views of their villages, costumes, landscapes of the coun 
try they live in, &c. &c. thereby handing down to posterity 
faithful representation of this extremely interesting part c 
creation, in their original customs, which will, in a very fev 
years be entirely extinguished by the encroachments of civil 
ized manners.
The high attainments of Mr. C. in the sciences, enable him 
to make valuable collections also, in Mineralogy, Botany, ancl 
Natural History, wherever he travels; and in addition to these, 
he is procuring the dresses and manufactures peculiar to every
tribe_ a vocabulary of their language—-their history, traditions
__religious ceremonies, &c. which will certainly put linn in
possession of a rich fund of matter for the entertainment of 
the world. This desigrf was entirely original with him, and 
the astonishing pn it s which he has made in it, as well as 
his peculiar talent-. . i ; n ail undertaking, have perfectly se­
cured the field t.: h ■. 1 he paintings of his collection are
all in oil, and principally the size of life. They are intended 
to he preserved inseparable, and form a Gallery Unique.
First impressions of Malta.—A western man, will be 
struck with unmingled astonishment on entering an eastern 
city. The whole style of men, manners, and things, is widely 
different from any, and every thing in America. And al- 
(though familiarity has already abated much from that intense 
! interest which a first view awakened, novelty is still written 
j on almost every thing one sees. It is strange to enter a city,
j by a gate too small to dmit one of your market wagons—to j 
! pass through 150, or 200 feet of wall, by a dark avenue of the 
i same dimensions, guarded at every point by soldiers in full 
I dress,—to find on entering, that the widest street by half in 
I the city, is the top of this same wall,—to see horses prancing, 
j men, women, and children, promenading quite at their ease,
amongst enormous dark-mouthed cannon, and military compa­
nies going through their evolutions ninety, or one hundred 
feet above the augry billows, that ever dash against the base of 
this Stupendous wall. These are strange things to an Ameri­
can.
The lofty stone houses, with their terraces, and flat stone 
roofs, arc also new. And when he is ushered through a large 
gate into the court, he is not a little surprised to find himself 
in the stable. Passing many lumber rooms in his ascent, and 
winding up some seventy or eighty stone steps, he there finds 
the kitchen, and near at hand his bed-room and parlor. These 
are placed on the roof, because the roof is the most agreeable 
place in the whole house. Here they have more light, better 
air, and escape the incessant noise below. Here roo, you 
promenade, either for health, or retirement and meditation. 
Peter went up on the top of Simon’s house, which was 
by the sea side, to pray. Our house overlooks the Mediter­
ranean, and affords a delightful place for retirement, which 
the pious Apostle would doubtless improve, did he occupy our 
chamber. The ground on which the city stands, is broken 
and uneven. The houses rise one above another, so that near­
ly every terrace commands the same extended view of the sea; 
and enjoys unobstructed, the refreshing sea-breeze during the 
hot summer months. Indeed many of the streets are so pre­
cipitous, that you ascend by some steps. Carriages cannot 
pass, and none are used. Transportation is effected either on 
the h icks of Mules and Jacks, or on men’s shoulders.
Malta, (or Valctta, which is its real name,) is decidedly the 
most magnificent city -in the Levant. Every thing is on a 
grand scale, the houses are large and lofty; and are universal­
ly constructed of a soft white rock, which is liewn with almost 
as much ease as wood, and receives a tolerable polish. The 
churches, monasteries, and palaces, are very numerous, and 
exceedingly splendid.
The People—I have purposely omitted any description of 
the manners and customs, the moral and religious condition 
of the Islanders. It is my intention, in a future letter, to 
give you some of the facts which force upon my own mind, 
the melancholy conclusion, that “gross darkness covers the 
people.” That “the city is wholly given to idolatry.” And 
that, from the Priest to the beggar, there is a universal, and 
fatal misapprehension of the only way of salvation__ Cincin­
nati Journal.
11ZM ARKABLE ILIFECTSOF 1LARTHQU A KES ON STRINGS, LAKES, 
&c.—The extent to which earthquakes produce sensible effects 
on the waters of springs and lakes, is truly remarkable. Du­
ring the catastrophe of Lisbon, in 1755. almost all the springs 
and lakes in Britain and every part of the European continent, 
were violently agitated, many of them throwing up mud and 
sand, and emitting a fetid odor. On the morning of that fa­
tal day, the hot spring of Bohemia suddenly ceased to flow 
for a minute, and then burst forth with prodigious violence, 
ejecting turbid water, the temperature of which wa3 higher 
than before, and has so remained ever since. The water of 
the hot wells at Bristol, in England, was colored red, and ren­
dered unfit for use for several months afterwards. Even the 
distant waters of Lake Ontario were sensibly agitated at the 
same time. The bed of the Atlantic was in several places 
raised above the ocean, emitting vapor and flame. The des­
truction of the capital of Portugal was thus announced over 
nearly one-fourth of the surface of the Globe. The burning 
’’mountains of Europe, Asia, and South America, were soon 
1 after awakened into activity. ./Etna, which had slept for cigh- 
ty’years, broke forth with redoubled fury, and some of the 
most tremendous earthquakes and volcanoes recorded in histo­
ry were witnessed in Mexico.
Quantities of Lava Ejected by Volcanoes__ The quan­
tity of lava poured from ./Etna in the single eruption of 1660, 
was estimated as sufficient to form a mountain twenty times 
as large as .Etna itself. A few years afterwards the same 
mountain covered with a fresh current of lava eighty-four 
squaie miles of country, and again in 1775, the same volcano 
emitted another stream twelve miles in length, and a mile and 
a half in width, ana two hundred feet deep. The largest 
known current of modern lava was formed by a volcano of 
Iceland, in 1783; it reached the length of sixty miles, with 
twelve miles of breadth. Sand and ashes are also thrown out 
copiopsly. A space of 150 miles in circuit was thus covered 
to the depth of twelve feet by one of the eruptions of Etna.
Destruction of Pompeii and Herculaneum.—Vesuvius 
is one of the most celebrated recent volcanoes. The entomb­
ed cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum are monuments of one 
of its earliest operations. Those famous cities were erected 
on the fertile volcanic valley that surrounded Vesuvius, Pom­
peii, five miles southeast of the true mountain, and Hercula­
neum just at its western foot. They were both erected on a 
foundation of lava, indicating the former activity of the vol­
cano. Nearly two thousand years ago, those opulent cities, 
the seats of pomp and luxury, of refinement and the arts, were 
all at once overwhelmed and buried in an ocean of liquid fire, 
and their princely palaces and proud columns, their smiling 
fields and fruitful vineyards, were imbedded in the rocky mass, 
destined to hand down to posterity a melancholy history of 
their awful doom. Pompeii is now abont ten feet below the 
actual surface, and Herculaneum not less than a hundred. 
Some of the cinders covering the former place, are eight pounds 
in weight; a circumstance which affords some idea of the pro­
digious velocity with which bodies were precipitated from the 
raging crater.
Source of Volcanic Fire__ Some of the older naturalists
ascribed these phenomena to the combustion of certain inflam­
mable substances, capable of taking fire spontaneously; as for 
instance, a mixture of sulphur and iron. Others attributed 
them to the burning of sulphur, and some in more recent 
times, among whom was the celebrated Werner, to the com­
bustion of subterranean beds of coal. But what supply of 
coal, of bitumen, or of sulphur, could sustain the immense 
fires of Vesuvius, or -Etna, or the Andes, or of never resting 
Stromboli? In this, as in many other cases, we are forced to 
confess our ignorance of the true cause. It is evident that 
water has much to do with volcanic operations, as nearly all 
known active volcanoes are near large collections of water. 
The illustrious Davy supposed them to originate from the 
contact of water with the metalic bases, of which he consider­
ed the central portion of the earth to be constructed.—Advo­
cate of Science.
| Pursley.—A correspondent of the Lynchburg Virginian 
states that pursley, a common garden wepd, makes a fine blue 
die. For 3 bushels of pursley, take 1 pound of logwood, 1 
ounce of blue-stone, and 4 ounces of alum. Boil the pursley 
till all is done, boil the logwood in another pot, and strain the 
two together—scald six pounds of wool in alum water, and 
put the wool into the dye, simmering it two hours and stirring, 
it often—take out the wool and put in the blue-stone; when 
this is dissolved, replace the wool in the dye and simmer half 
an hour. The same dye will color six pounds more of wool 
a lighter blue. The milky pursley prepared in the same way 
will produce a deep black.
Sugar, from Potatoes__ The Cleaveland, (Ohio) Adver­
tiser, of August 22, says that a small quantity of molasses was 
brought to that village last week, from Medina county, manu­
factured from potatoes. Eleven quarts of thick molasses was 
procured from a bushel and three pecks of potatoes. The fla­
vor is pleasant, and the article equal in every respect to West 
India molasses. The process of manufacturing is said to be 
simple, and not expensive.
How to revive Gilt Frames__ Beat up three ounces of
white of eggs, with one ounce of chloride of pottass or soda, 
and rub over the frame with a soft brush in this mixture. 
The gilding will immediately become bright and fresh.
Inconvenience Suffered by the Inhabitants of '’rfE 
Moon.—The moon according to La Place, has no exos­
phere, or one so exceedingly rare that no terrestriv’ animal 
could breathe in it. The spots on its surface prove that the 
same hemisphere is always presented to us, from which it is 
inferred that the inhabitants of one half the moon never see 
our earth, and those of the other half never see the sun.
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